
 

Who we are…  
:: Installation requirements 

As part of an expansion plan, local family run company Spalding Farm Shop decided 

to extend their facilities by building a new café area. In order to complement this new 

area they decided to refurbish their existing farm shop which had a semi rough wood 

floor that was starting to crack. The clients were looking for a fully functional, 

hardwearing floor with a bespoke design finish to match the polished concrete effect 

that had been chosen for the new café area. 

:: Why National Flooring? 

South Lincolnshire Construction Ltd, the main contractors on the refurbishment 

project, contacted the National Flooring Company on the behalf of the farm shop 

asking for advice and any suggestions as to the correct type of flooring to suit their 

needs. Impressed by the timescale and variety of systems available in the Degafloor 

range a consultation was arranged at the farm shop to discuss the client’s 

requirements for the different areas. 

  

Following the survey it was agreed by all that the Degafloor QT system would be the 

perfect system for the farm shop. The system incorporates a mix of resin and 

aggregate, which is trowel applied at a nominal thickness of 4mm to provide an 

extremely durable finish. The client’s requested a grey, industrial type floor finish to 

complement the polished concrete effect in the café area and by taking advantage of 

National Flooring’s bespoke sample making service agreed on a customised colour 

finish.  

 

As with all Degafloor products the QT system cures fully within just two hours of 

installation meaning the 111m2 area was back up and running with minimal 

disruption after just 2 days.  

 

Jamie Butters of Spalding Farm Shop commented “National Flooring did a fantastic 

job in a very short space of time. They worked around us and our opening times, 

therefore there was minimal disruption. I would be happy to work with them again” 
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